Your Help Needed

The Thomas Alva Edison Foundation is undertaking a project to produce, on videotape, a number of outstanding science lectures that can be made available on a loan or purchase basis to junior and senior high school science teachers across the nation.

Many times during the science teacher institutes and science education conferences this organization sponsors, the teachers in attendance have requested videotapes of the lectures. We have never found it possible to make tapes during the conferences, for to do so would detract from the quality of the presentation for those teachers in attendance. We have decided, however, to utilize the expertise and gift of communication that many of the speakers who take part in these conferences offer and make these lectures available. We are working with Montana State University to produce a number of special lecture presentations which will be taped in their Science-Math Resource Center over the next few months.

We need your assistance in advising us as to the media form in which we would provide the lectures so as to be of the greatest value to you. Please complete the very simple questionnaire below and make the investment to send it to the Thomas Alva Edison Foundation, Cambridge Office Plaza, Suite 141, 18280 West Ten Mile Road, Southfield, Michigan 48075.

Questionaire

Would video tape or 16mm motion picture film be more useful?

____ video  ______ 16 mm

If tape, would you prefer cassettes available in ¾ or ½ inch?

____ ¾”  ______ 1½”

***

Middle/Jr. High Science Bulletin

Keep a sharp lookout for the NSTA Middle/Jr. High Science Bulletin funded by the National Science Foundation. This tabloid contains 20 pages full of information and ideas of interest, most of which will not be found in other journals.